
At the Races



0,5 - 1,5 hours 10 - 250

At the Races

Will you get your horse to cross the finish line first? Or does 
your steed need more training? Will you bet on one of the 
horses? Or do you decide to secretly sabotage one of the 
other teams?

Small teams of three or five colleagues play with and against 
each other, determining the perfect tactics for each race… or 
so they think! When the starting shot goes off, the tension 
mounts and the nail-biting spectators watch the race unfold 
on the big screen.

Will your strategy hold up for six races or will you have to 
make some adjustments?

- JUST FOR FUN, ENERGISERS & MEETING BREAKS, INDOOR -

Watch video

https://moodmaker.be/nl/teambuilding-events/at-the-races/?video=show
https://moodmaker.be/nl/teambuilding-events/at-the-races/?video=show


As a player and team, you have to decide how and when to 
take actions, coordinate with your teammates and react to 
what the other teams are doing. This affects the outcome 
of the race and means that no two matches are ever the 
same.

At the Races takes no time to learn and is fun to play. 
Although everyone plays individually and chooses their own 
actions, the game shows time and again that teams that 
plan and coordinate their actions together are the most 
successful – and who doesn’t love winning?
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At the Races is a unique team building designed to get colleagues 
cheering, betting and training or sabotaging horses - with all the 
excitement you would find at a horse racing track! 

This team building activity is perfect for companies looking for a 
fun and social activity, for example after work or as an icebreaker 
during a reception.

 CREATIVE PEOPLE - 
BUILD STRONG BUSINESSES !
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AT MOODMAKER WE AIM TO  WOW  OUR 
CLIENTS WITH SERVICE & EXPERIENCE
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➔ Focus on competition

➔ Possible for small groups and very large groups

➔ Indoor

➔ Balances competition & collaboration

➔ Emphasises strategy & decision-making

➔ Focus on "Just for Fun"

➔ Can also be organised online

➔ In BeNeFraLux, 100% mobile

➔ Language Dutch, English, French or a mix
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YOU CAN’T BUILD  SUCCESSFUL TEAMS
BUT YOU CAN INCITE THEM  TO EMERGE ! 

Want to know how we can take 
your team to a next level?

info@moodmaker.be

+32 53 42 68 11

Schedule a video call

Moodmaker specialises in the exciting field of team building and game-based training.

Since 2008, we have organised more than 270 events and team development programmes annually for 
multinationals, SMEs, governments and NGOs.

Our activities reflect our belief that human connection, meaningful relaxation and learning moments 
happen most effectively in a gamified context. This is how we support your team in achieving positive 
growth.

mailto:info@moodmaker.be
https://moodmaker.be/nl/plan-een-videogesprek/

